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Abstract
We present an overviewof a proposed data file format for
digitised partial discharge data. The proposed format will pennit
investigators at ditfcR:nt institutions to exchange PD data and
collaborate on the analysis and understanding of the PD phe-
nomenon. We include an example in which investigators at all
three institutions evaluated the same data record and report their

analysis n:sults.

L Introduction
In ~t )'C8.I'S.digital partial discharge (PD) rccording systems
have been developed that store the magnitude, polarity, and
phase position of each PD event in computer files for subsequent
analysis. As diffaent investigators develop the capability to
digitally record PD data, multiple PD data file formats are
emerging. To facilitate co-operation between investigators, we
propose a standardised data file format. Recorded PD data will
be converted from the unique local file format to the standardised
format using custom software. The standard format data files will
be used to create databases of digitised PD measurements repre-
senting many diffaent PD defects and measurement conditions.
By making these databases accessible to PD investigators
throughout the world by means of computer networlcs, individual
investigators will have access to documented PD data from a
much broader range of PD sources than they can locally repro-
duce. Alternatively, ~ investigator with PD leCording capability
and a unique experimental apparatus can establish a publicly ac-
cessible database of recorded PD data for others to use in their
research.. Thus the individual researcher will no longer have to
develop an extensive private database of PD measurements but
will be able to concentrate on developing improved PD diagnosis
tools.

In the following sections, we discuss the characteristics of the
proposed file standard. We then present a sununary of the
standard and conclude with an example of the type of insights
into PD that are possible when different investigators examine
the same PD data file.

2. Characteristics of the Proposed Standard
The proposed file standard was designed to be a long-term
solution to the need to share PD data among members of the PD
research conununity. As such. it possesses a number of key char-
8CfCristics.

Space effident: Because data exchange may take place" via
eithcl' physical media or electronic networks. the format has to be

compact to minimise the size of the modia or the transfer time.

Extensible: Digitisation of PD is now in its infancy, with current
digitisers storing only the amplitude and the phase-of-occurrence
of each PO pulse. Future systems may well add other parameters
such as pulse width. Therefore. the data format must be easily
extensible too accommodate new parameters.

Contains test voltage data: Different experiments use dif'felent
test voltages and wavefonns. Further, for some experiments, the
voltage level changes with time. Therefore. the format must
include provisions for representing both the timc-V81)'ing
amplitude and waveform of the test signal.

Multiple time segment digitisation: Vv'hiie SO~ PD
measurements take place over a short time, others such as ageing
experiments span periods measured in hours or days. To keep
the size of the data file to a reasonable level, PD is measured on
an intermittent basis (e.g., 2 minutes of rccording every 30 min-

utes). Each rccording period is lefem:d to as a segment. The
data format must provide for multiple segments within one file.

Self-documenting: Many variables effect the characteristic of
the experimental PD data. These must be documented within the
data format so that other experimenters have access to this in-
formation.

3. Data File Format:
The digitised PD data are stored in a binary file according to the
format described below. An additional textual information file
accompanies the binary data file. This textual file documents the
experimental conditions and significance of the data.
The binary data file is organised into a sequence of records of
different types illustrated in Figure 1. It will begin with a
FILE_HEADER 1eC0rddefining the structure of the file. The
file is divided into one or more segments, each cOlTespondingto
a continuous IeCOrding period. Each segment begins with a
CALIBRATIONS 1eC0rd containing information needed to
convert the binary PD data into engineering units (seconds,
degrees, charge. etc.). Following the CALIBRATIONS record
are a sequence of PD_CYCLE records containing the actual PD
data. Each PD_CYCLE record also contains the current nns
value of the test voltage which is adequate to reconstruct either
DC or sinusoidal AC test voltages. If another waveform is used
for the test voltage, the file will end with a record containing
samples of one cycle of the test voltage.
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3.L Data Types
The data records arc composed of a sequence of bytes that arc
interpreted according to the formats given in this section. The
types arc those used in the C progranuning language. Table 1
gives the storage requirements, and data ranges for the types
used in this proposed standard. Data is stored in the file in the
byte order used by the Intel x86 microprocessor. Negative
nwnbers arc represented with twos complement notation.

Table I. Data Type Definitions

ASCII Data Type:
Size: Variable (field zero padded)
Value Range: Standard ASCIICharacters

Byte Data Type:
Size: 1b~e
Value Range: 0 to 255

Unsigned Integer Data Type:
Size: 2 b~e .
Value Range: 0 to 65,535

Signed Integer Data Type:
Size: 2 ~e
Value Range: -32,768 to +32,767

long Unsigned Integer Data Type:
Size: 4 b~e
Value Range: 0 to 4.294.967.295

Double Data Type:
Size: 8 b~e
Value Range: :l:1.7E308with ~ 15 otgits precision

3.2. Data Record Formats
The following subsections provide a sununary description of the
data file format Each record format is described in terms of the

data types defined in Table l More details on the format are
available from the main authors.

il
'i;

3.2.1. Fn.E HEADERRecord Format
The FILE_HEADER record defines the format of the data file as
shown in Table fi. It begins with a minimal description of the
experiment to aid in file identification and includes information
on the location of the test voltage sample (if one is present).
In the case of intermittently-recorded PD data, many segments
can be stored sequentially in the file. The first byte location and
starting time of each segment is included in the FILE_HEADER
record.

Many different quantities can be measured for a PD pulse
depending on the capabilities of a given PD recording system
(e.g., amplitude, pulse width. rise time, fall time. asynunetry,
phase position, etc.). The name of the quantities represented in
the PD_CYQE record arc included in the FILE_HEADER rec-
ord together with information on how each is represented (e.g.,
as a signed or W1signed 16-bit integer). All data in the PD_
CYCLE reconls are stored as integer quantities. A conversion
equation must be applied to each measurement quantity to con-
vert it to a useful quantity (i.e., charge in picocoloumbs). The
RULHEADER defines the fonn of this conversion equation in.
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PO Record Field

Number
PORecordfield

Table Ib: Fonn of O>nversion Functions

3.2.2. PD CYCLE RecordFormat
Each PD p;j"1secan be represented by its phase-of-occurrcnce and
one or more additional parameters (e.g., amplitude). The minimal
data record for describing the PD on a single AC cycle is stored
in a PD_CYCLE reconl as defined in Table m. The record
begins with a constant reconl identifier byte used by the file
reading program for error control Each reconl contains a byte
indicating the number of elapsed cycles since the last
PD_CY~E reconl so that cycles with no PD pulses can be
properly accounted for. Next in the record is a integer giving the
current root mean square (RMS) value of the excitation voltage.
The CALmRA 110N reconl at the beginning of the segment
contains the coefficient of the conversion equation relating this
integer value to the actual RMS value.

1

1

r
'1

VAlUE CONVERSION CONVERSIONFUNCTION No.OF
TYPE COEFF.

1 Unear Without q[pC] = 10.Q.. 1
Offset

2 Linear q[pC] =fa.Q..+10 2
3 Ouadratic secondorderDOIvnomial 3
4 Cubic third order ooIvnomial 4
... ... ... ...

100 logarithmic q[pC]= fa 'e(M".t+ 10 3
Wcthout Polaritv

101 logarithmic q[pC]=.fa 'e(f,A. +10 3
With Polaritv



without discharges (e.g. below PO inception voltage). Thcrefo~
after SO cycles without PO a PO_CYCLE m::cmI with the PD
'number == O. should be stored to both n:cord the CU11eOt

excitation voltage and maintain the incremental cycle count.
Finally, the record contains the actual PO data as defined in the
Fn..EJlEADER. n:cord. .

3.2.3. CALmRA TlONS Record Fonnat

All PD mcas11IeIDCnts in the PD_CYCLE recoms ~ gNen as
16-bit integer quantities. The FlLEJlEADER record defines the
conversion equations needed to convert these integer values to
useful, floating point values. The CAUBRA 110NS record
shown in Table IV is located at the beginning of each data seg-
ment It contains the coefficients for these conversion equations.
Since the conversion equation coefficients may change during the
course of the segment, multiple conversion cOefficient sets can be
stored in the record, each with an accompanying effective time
definition.

SwitchingTtme mg unsigned
Point
Q)nversion dotbIe
Coefficient

Conversion
Coefficient

Voltage
Coefficient

-.
Highest order coefficient of last quantitydWJ/e

double Test voltage conversion c:oefficient

3.2.4. TEST VOLTAGE SAMPLE Record Format
For DC or sfuusoidal AC excitation, the RMS value stored in

each PD_CYa..E record ~ adequate to fully define the exci-
tation voltage for each PO pulse. If some other excitation wave-
fonn is used, samples of this wavcfonn can be stored in a
1EST_ VOLTAGE_SAMPLE record defined in Table V. This

record will be the last record in the data file. The record begins
with a constant record identifier used for playback error detec-
tion. It includes the conversion coefficients needed to intelp~t
each voltage sample.

Table V: lEST VOLTAGE SAMPLE Record Format
RECORDMEMBER DATATYPE COMMENT
RecordIdentification identifICationvaluealwa 99
Ca6brationFacb' Forconvertingsamplest) engineering

units

1
"

3.3. Documentation File Format
An additional text file will be created to document and ac-

company the data file. This file is an ASCII text file describing
the experiment and the contents of binary file. It is nonnally

created using a text editor. It is intended to be human lUdable
so the fonnatting is not critical. As a minimum. it will contain the
following infonnation:

Experimentcond"diondoccMnentation
Organisationgeneratingthedalafile
Geographiclocation,date,and'me oftheexperiment
ACExcitationfrequencyandwaYeshapeused
Adescriptionofthesigrificanceofeachsegmentin thefile

4. Example of Co-operative PD Data Analysis
To illustrate the insights possible when multiple investigators
analyse the same data filc. we generated a data file at NIST using
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the NIST PD Digitizer 121. The file was generated frQm a point-
plane geomcay in room air with a gap of 1 an and sinusoidal
cxcltrtion (V... = 3.1 tV,! = 200 Hz). The PD was sensed with

a 300 n lCSistor between the plane and ground. Digitisation
lasted for 297 seconds. The IeSUlting 6.1 megabyte data file was
analysed at NIST. the Laboratory of High Voltage Engineering in
Wupperta1. and CRIEPI in Japan. The analysis ~ults ~ p~-
scnted below.

4.1. NIST Analysis Results
Stochastic analysis was ped'ormcd on the PD data at NIST as
discussed in 121. The PD source was very stable over time.
showing little change in the number of pulses or integrated
charge over a time of 300 s (Fi~ 2). This indicates that the PD
source was not ageing during this period.
Figwe 2 shows an absence of positive pulses on many cycles
whereas negative pulses were always p~nt. This ischarac-
teristic of a shalp object on supply side of the PD site opposed to
a smoother surface on the ground side (the more intense field
around the shalp object more easily removes electrons to initiate
a PD pulse).

The relationship between the positive and negative integrated

chargeQ* = Lq: (whereq: is the magnitudeof the idl,
positive (negative) pulse on a cycle and the sununation is over
one cycle) gives an indication of the source geometry. Figwe 2
shows a substantial diffen:nce between the magnitudes of Q+and
Q- characteristic of PD in an air gap with no dielectric material
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Figure 2. Experiment Time History: a) Nwnber of pulses per

cycle vs time. b) Integrated charge \IS time. Upper and lower
lines are maxima. centre line is average, error bars are one

standard deviation (20 s processing period).

To obtain more insight into the PD source, one can consider
memory effects. Figwe 3 shows no correlation between the
phase of the first negative pulse and the integrated charge on the
previous half cycle such as seen when dielectric materials ~
present in the gap 121.Since then: is no noticeable change of
phase with changes in integrated charge, no phase-to-phase
charge storage is p~nt. This indicates that the PD occurs in a
mctaI-to-mctal geometry as opposed to one incorporating one or
mo~ insulators.

4.2. Wuppertal Analysis Results
The pa11ialdischarge (PD) signals measured and recorded at
NIST were converted to a local fonnat at Wuppcrtal and clas-
sified by an automated PD diagnosis system. This PD diagnosis
system employs multiple pattern recognition concepts with
different feature extraction and classification algorithms /1,3/.

The finguprints ~ extracted through Fourier analysis. The
distance classifier used hen: is based on the Euclidean distance
with ImJCCt to the ohYSicaltraceability of the decision /4/. With



these algorithms the degree of conformity between the NIST-
measurement and the di1feraIt PD fiwIts from the entire raeRnCe

libruy of the Wuppertal Institute is determined (Fagure 4).

o

... ,
Figure 3. RdatioI1 bctwccn positive intcgtated cbargc and Cbc

phasc-<»f-oc:currcnc:eof Cbc first pulse 00 Cbc suc:cccding
negative balf-q'dc. (Z axis not aonnaIised)

The PD defect with the highest recognition rate is identified as
the most probable cause of PD.

The NIST -measurement was co~y identified from IS
different PD raecence faults as TIP ON HIGH Po1ENTIAL. In

Figure 4, the 12 most probable PD faults arc shown. In this
figure the conformity is described as the conditional probability
of occurrence of the dift"crentPD reference faults.

Considering the fact that the reference database was measured at
a completely different test set-up as descn"bed in 131and at a
different frequency (SO Hz instead of 200 Hz) the conformity of
the NIST-measurement with the corresponding PD defect in the
Wuppertal database is very high. The correct PD defect can be
identified definitely by such a procedure.

presumable PD defect: tip on high potential (Air)

PD defects: paaf'ormlty of'ppIcaaOI wldaPD dcf'eds:Air: tip on bighpotcntia1 47X~AJ

SF6: tip on earth potentiall 35%

SF6: tip on high potartid

Badcground noise

SF6: fua:d coaduc:ting
particle on dielectric

SF6: deCac:bedeIedrode
at pound level

SF6: bouncing particles

Air: fixed concIuctiag
. particle on dielectric

Air. surface disc:har8e

SF6: internal voids

Air: detached elec:ttode
at pound level

Air. internal voids

14%

13%

131

121

121

III

111

111

boundary or coafldence

Figure 4. Classificatioa n:sults of Cbc PD mcasuranc:nt (NIST)
by an Euclidean distance classifier (rcf'crcncc database
n:cordcd in Wuppcrtal at SO Hz. cIifrcrcnt test set p)

4.3. CRlEPI AnalysisResults
The data format developed at NIST and Wupperta1 University, as
described in section 3, was further validated. The PD
measurements recorded at NIST were converted to a local data
format at CRIEPl The data were plotted as a reduced resolution
k-n pattern in Fagure S. This format is useful for getting the
feeling of the pattern differences among dift"erentelectrode sys-
tems to enable rapid PD diagnosis by a human expert.
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Figure S. Reduced resolution phase-rcsolved pulse amplitude
plot. Top: contour plot, bottom: ~ion plot

5. Conclusion
An international standardised PD data fonnat enables a world
wide exchange of PD data. This opens the possibility of mutual
assistance to identify the PD defects as shown in the example
above. Additionally, the exchange of PD measurements can help
to create a more general PD reference databases in future.
Furthermore, the data fonnat proposed here can be easily ex-
tended for future requirements.

Data Format Support
On the foUowingFTP servers support for the standard PD data
fonnat is available (example programs in ANSI C and a full
(onnat description as postscript file):
wehs38.elektro.uni-wuppertal.de, login: anonymous Ipub/pd{
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